In this paper, we describe TAMU's system submitted to the TAC KBP 2017 event nugget detection and coreference resolution task. Our system builds on the statistical and empirical observations made on training and development data. We found that modifiers of event nuggets tend to have unique syntactic distribution. Their parts-of-speech tags and dependency relations provides them essential characteristics that are useful in identifying their span and also defining their types and realis status. We further found that the joint modeling of event span detection and realis status identification performs better than the individual models for both tasks. Our simple system designed using minimal features achieved the micro-average F1 scores of 57.72, 44.27 and 42.47 for event span detection, type identification and realis status classification tasks respectively. Also, our system achieved the CoNLL F1 score of 27.20 in event coreference resolution task.
Introduction
The TAMU NLP group participated in the Event Nugget Track of TAC KBP 2017. The goal of this track is to identify the character span, classify type and realis status of event mentions and also link all the coreferent event mentions within the same text. We designed a pipeline of three neural network based classifiers for this task, the first detects event span and classify realis status, the second classifies event type and the third resolves event coreference links. These classifiers are based on simple lexical and syntactic features which are derived from the distinct distributional properties of event mentions.
Syntactic dependency relation of event triggers with their modifiers and governors are lately shown very effective for the task of temporal relations classification between event pairs (Choubey and Huang, 2017b; Cheng and Miyao, 2017) and identifying the temporal status of an event mention (Dai et al., 2017) . The realis status of an event mention has a close association to its temporal status and its relative position in temporal space. Motivated by the performance gain observed in recent research works on temporal relations, we analyze the distribution of modifiers of events with different realis status. Let's look at the examples below (boldfaced words in blue are event mentions and other words in blue are their modifiers):
(1) [Actual] Continental Airlines board of directors met Wednesday to discuss a merger with United Airlines, a person familiar with the situation said.
(2) [Other] If United and Continental marry, the new airline will be the nation's largest carrier, eclipsing Delta Airlines, which merged with Northwest Airlines in 2008.
(3) [Actual] If United and Continental marry, the new airline will be the nation's largest carrier, eclipsing Delta Airlines, which merged with Northwest Airlines in 2008.
In examples (1) and (3), the presence of modifiers Wednesday and 2008 help in binding the events met and merged to the timeline. These temporal modifiers imply that both the events have already occurred in the past and thus should be classified as the actual event. On the other hand, the modifier if of event marry in example (2) implies that the event is hypothetical. Our analysis and empirical evaluation suggest that these dependency parse based features are also beneficial to identifying the realis status of events.
In our experiments, we further found that the event span detection performs better when modeled jointly with realis status identification. We evaluated two neural network classifiers-the first classifier is trained to predict whether the given word is an event trigger or not and the second classifier is trained to jointly predict whether the given word is an event trigger together with its realis status on the 2016 evaluation dataset. We found that the second classifier achieved around 2% higher F1 score on event span detection, with major improvement coming from the precision. We analyzed the dependency parse of sentences and found that modifiers of event trigger word have unique syntactic distribution. They are related to the trigger word with few frequently occurring dependency relations. Moreover, they tend to have few specific parts-of-speech (POS) tags only. Based on our observations on 2015 training data, words having a modifier with a set of dependency relations like ccomp, nmod:in, nmod:tmod, nsubjpass, auxpass etc. are event triggers with very high probability. At the same time, words having modifiers attached with other relations like compound, dep, etc. are almost always non-event words ( Table 1) . Similar distribution also holds with the parts-of-speech tags of modifiers. While some of the POS-tags including WP, VBD, IN, TO etc. are frequently associated with event triggers, other POS-tags like EX, POS etc. are common to the non-event words ( Table 2) .
We further analyzed the distribution of POStags of words in the surface context of event words (Table 3) . On comparing the ratio of frequencies of various POS-tags w.r.t. event and nonevent words in Table 2 and 3, it is evident that con- Table 3 : Frequency of parts-of-speech tags of words in surface context of event and non-event words
We also analyzed the distribution of name entities that modify event triggers in the syntactic parse tree. Since each type of event participants can only be linked to specific event subtypes only, named entities are a strong feature for type classification. The distribution is shown in Table 4 . Clearly, each type of event tends to feature certain types of entities as arguments, therefore, the presence of entities can serve as a useful evidence for event type classification.
System Overview
Our feature based method follows the conventional pipeline approaches which divide event nugget detection and coreference resolution into several sub-tasks 1 . These are:
Span identification and Realis Status Classification
In the first step, we jointly perform span identification and realis status classification. We use an ensemble of neural network classifiers defined over 1 Implementation is available at https://github.com/prafulla77/ TAC-KBP-2017-Participation features described in Table 5 . All neural classifiers perform classification over 4 classes-actual event, generic event, other event and non-event. However, they differ to each other in terms of various hyper-parameters including the number of layers, number of neurons in each layer and dropout and activation function for each layer. This is done to reduce the variance and obtain more consistent results across datasets (similar approach has been used in previous works like Cherkauer (1996) ; Cunningham et al. (2000) ; Choubey and Pateria (2016)). The output layer in all neural network classifiers use softmax activation function and thus predict the probabilistic score for each class. The output scores from all the classifiers are directly added to obtain the final probability for each class and the aggregated probability is used to make the final decision.
Event Subtype Classification
Following the strategy similar to span detection and realis classification, event subtype classifier also uses an ensemble of classifiers defined over features described in Table 5 . We used KBP 2015 training and evaluation dataset to train our system. However, that dataset contains 38 event subtypes while the KBP 2017 evaluation dataset contains events from 18 subtypes only. So we model this subtask as a 19 class classification problem, where 19 classes correspond to the 18 subtypes in KBP 2017 evaluation dataset and the other. The other class means that event can be from any of the remaining 20 subtypes that are not included in evaluation dataset. Also, there are several event mentions in the dataset that have multiple subtypes. We consider only one subtype for such event mentions and ignore other subtype instances. We trained 10 neural network classifiers for span detection and realis status identification and 3 classifiers for type classification. These classifiers differ in their architecture, training parameters and initialization. Details of all the classifiers used are described in Table 6 . The configuration [2468-600-600-50-4, 0-.5-0-0-0, 10] can be interpreted as a classifier with an input layer with 2468 neurons, 3 hidden layers with 600, 600 and 50 neurons and an output layer with 4 neurons. The classifier has a dropout layer (with the dropout rate of 0.5) after first hidden layer and is trained for 10 epochs. All the classifiers use relu activation in input layer, tanh activation in all hidden layers and softmax activation in output layers. 
Coreference Resolution
We replicated the pairwise within-document classifier architecture proposed in Choubey and Huang (2017a) for this task. The classifier uses a common neural layer shared between two event mentions that embed event lemma and parts-ofspeech tags and then calculates cosine similarity, absolute and Euclidean distances between two event embeddings, corresponding to each event mention. This shared layer has 347 neurons and uses sigmoid activation function. The classifier also includes a second neural layer with 380 neurons to embed event arguments (considered named entities which modifies event mentions as the argument (Finkel et al., 2005) ) that are overlapped between the two event mentions, suffix and prefix based features for both event lemmas and absolute difference between vectors of event tokens. The calculated embeddings similarities as well as the embedding of the second neural layer are concatenated and fed into the third neural layer with 10 neurons. The output activation of the third layer is finally fed into the output layer with 1 neuron that gives the confidence score to indicate the similarity between the two event mentions 2 . The second, third and output layers also use sigmoid activation function. We used 300 dimensional word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and 47 dimensional one hot embeddings for postags (Toutanova et al., 2003) . During inference, we perform greedy merging using the classifiers predicted score. An event mention is merged to its best matching antecedent event mention if the predicted score is greater than 0.5.
Experiments

Dataset
The testing data of KBP 2017 consists of documents taken from the discussion forum and news articles. Therefore, we train our classifiers on both discussion forum and news articles taken from KBP 2015 training and evaluation dataset and used documents from KBP 2016 evaluation as the development dataset.
Preprocessing
We run Stanford coreNLP module for tokenization, sentence segmentation, lemmatization, POS tagging, dependency parsing, named entity recognition and coreference resolution Recasens et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2011) . Further, we use the cleanxml annotator available in coreNLP pipeline for removing tags and obtaining character offsets of each token. The obtained offsets are aligned to the character offset provided in the annotation files.
Performance comparison on the development dataset
In order to compare our system with the systems that participated in the event nugget detection and coreference task in KBP 2016, we evaluated our system on KBP 2016 testing dataset and used it for development and parameter tuning. In Table 7 , we illustrate the advantage of jointly modeling event span detection and realis status identification over their individual models. The results mentioned in the Table 7 are the average F1 score of 3 classifiers' instances trained with different random initializations. From the table, it's evident that the average performance on span detection has improved significantly when modeled together with the realis status classification. However, the performance on realis status classification remains similar.
System
Span Realis Joint span + realis classifier 53.47 40.13 Separate realis and span classifiers 51.44 39.87 Table 8 : Performance comparison of our ensemble system with the best and the worst member classifiers on KBP 2016 evaluation dataset
In Table 8 , we compare the performance of our ensemble based model with its strongest and weakest member classifiers. The results show that combining multiple classifiers helped overcome the inherent problem of the neural network to over-fit according to the specific dataset. Including diverse classifiers with different dropout and network architecture helped reduce variance in the final prediction.
In Table 9 and 10, we compare the performance of our complete model with the systems submitted to the KBP 2016. Our feature based classifier compares well to the top scoring systems in KBP 2016 which modeled this task as sequence labeling problem and used complex models based on recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks. Specifically, compared to the best scores in KBP 2016, our model is able to achieve around 1.5% higher F1 score in event span detection task and is marginally below the best score in realis status classification task. This implies the advantage of using the dependency parse based features and joint modeling of event span detection and realis status classification subtasks. Mihaylov and Frank (2016 ) 46.85 32.62 36.83 26.53 Wei et al. (2016 ) 43.33 36.70 33.69 28.38 Ferguson et al. (2016 ) 41.25 34.65 29.75 25.24 Satyapanich and Finin (2016 ) 35.24 31.57 24.04 21.67 Yang et al. (2016 29.21 24.77 21.13 17.87 Tsai et al. (2016) 28.07 21.57 9.70 7.49 Dubbin et al. (2016) 5.72 0.59 2.75 0.11 
Evaluation on KBP 2017 dataset
We submitted 3 runs of our system for the official evaluation. They are: Run-I: used ensemble of classifiers without any parameter tuning. Run-II: same as Run-I with parameters tuned to produce the best result on 2016 Evaluation dataset. Run-III: used the strongest member classifier from all the classifiers used for event span, realis status and type classification in Run-I. The coreference resolution classifier is same in all three runs.
Comparison of results of 3 runs (Tables 11 and  12) shows mixed performance. However, our hypotheses are consistent. They key observations are:
1. Run I achieves the highest F1 score for span detection, realis status classification and realis + type classification. This model doesn't use any form of tuning on the development dataset. We can arguably conclude that inference made by aggregating multiple diverse classifiers can reduce dependency on the training parameters like dropout rates, layers etc. in the Neural Networks.
2. The events extracted in run II achieved the best coreference performance. This can be justified by the coreference evaluation setup, which requires the coreferent event mention to have the same event type. Run II has significantly higher precision for all the subtasks-span, type and realis.
3. Similar to the results on development dataset, ensemble based system (run I) performs better than the system relying on single classifier for each subtask (run III).
Macro analysis of Results
The KBP 2017 evaluation dataset contains two types of documents-discussion forum and news articles. While news articles are well structured, discussion forum articles are informal and noisy. Discussion forum articles tend to contain unnecessary punctuations, or sometimes omit punctuations and have several grammatical and spelling mistakes. Since our classifiers rely heavily on the features derived from syntactic parse, we separately analyzed the performance of our system on the discussion forum and news articles. Figures 1 and 2 shows the histogram of documents vs F1 score for span detection and type + realis status classification subtasks. It is quite interesting to find here that our system performed significantly better for the news articles compared to the noisy discussion forum articles. The lower performance of our systems on discussion forum articles can be partially accounted to the error generated from the preprocessing step. We manually analyzed the output from our preprocessing steps and observed that incorrect sentence segmentation is the dominant source of errors in most of the documents. The incorrect sentence segmentation Runs Span-P Span-R Span-F1 Type-P Type-R Type-F1 Realis-P Realis-R Realis-F1 All-P All-R abruptly changes the dependency parse tree that lowers our system's performance.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we described TAMU's participation in TAC KBP 2017 event nugget and coreference track. Our feature based system showed the advantage of using dependency parse tree based features for this task. Empirically, we also found that the joint modeling of event span detection and realis status identification helps in improving the performance. This is particularly interesting and we plan to continue our work in this direction.
